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The airplane-hangar dimensions of the Park Avenue Armory’s Drill Hall would daunt many 

choreographers. But Shen Wei has triumphed in larger spaces. He’s the man who helped 

synchronize 16,000 performers in the Bird’s Nest stadium in Beijing for the opening ceremonies 

of the 2008 Olympics. And on Tuesday he took full advantage of the hall’s expanse with a mere 

32 dancers. Scale is not his problem.  

 

Shen Wei Dance Arts is now 10 years old. Its armory program is, in multiple senses, an 

expansion of its New York debut at the 2003 Lincoln Center Festival. The two works back then, 

“Folding” (2000) and “Rite of Spring” (2003), are joined by a site-specific premiere, “Undivided 

Divided,” for an evening of more than two and a half hours, including nearly an hour of 

intermissions.  

 

Mr. Shen has restaged the older dances to their benefit. (And new lighting by the peerless 

Jennifer Tipton never hurts.) The final effect of “Folding,” in which dancers ascend a concealed 

staircase at the rear of the stage, is heightened by extreme depth. And the many entrances and 

exits of the abstract “Rite,” with flocks of dancers swooping in and lining the perimeter of a 
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painted floor, are strengthened by more space around the floor, a larger frame for Mr. Shen’s 

handsome compositions.  

 

Yet the striking visual effects of “Folding” — the stiff-necked scuttling of the dancers in red-

trained skirts, the Pilobolus-like piggybacking of the ones in black — are still a series of effects, 

rather than a dance. “Rite” is more kinetically engaging, though it mimics Stravinsky’s score too 

closely (despite a computer glitch on Tuesday that revealed the underestimated risks of recorded 

music). Mr. Shen remains his company’s best dancer, clearly the main source of the 

choreography, and his solo in “Rite” is more dynamic — more folding, actually — than the one 

in “Folding.”  

 

A concurrent exhibit elsewhere in the Armory projects slides of Mr. Shen’s paintings next to 

slides from his dances, which always photograph well. The new work tiles the hall floor with 60 

panels, each 7 by 7 feet; a strip of white muslin; and several plexiglass structures. Those panels 

not occupied by one of the dancers display globs of fresh paint that foreshadow, like the 

proverbial gun in the first act, that things are going to get messy. And sure enough they do, as the 

dancers, all topless, make action paintings with their bodies.  

 

Meanwhile audience members roam freely, along with a fully clothed Mr. Shen. The dancers, 

more constricted, contort and fold and swirl, slowly or quickly, undivided in unison or divided 

into individuals and pairs. The complex coordination of the event might have taken the whole 16 

months of the company’s residency at the armory to put together, but to what end?  

 

If Mr. Shen were a less earnest artist, we could take his dancers’ sticking their tongues out at us 

at face value. Is the bare-chested woman in an enclosure, writhing in paint, a comment on a 

choreographer’s exploitation of his dancers or just exploitation? Finger-painting with bodies is a 

device Mr. Shen used in Beijing. Here it suggested mass-produced art, a factory for Shen Wei 

paintings, collectively churning out more pictures for his slide reel.  

 


